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The annual Coast Guard cup swimming and ballgames contests
hosted separately by Maritime and Coastal Patrol Directorate Gen-

eral kick off at 4:00PM on June 28, 2005, at Coast Guard Administration
home offices' basketball court sounding off the fourth Coast Guard Cup
ball game and trophy shooting joint opening ceremonies, where Ad-
ministration Minister Syu Huei-you presides the function in person.

At his keynote address, Administration Minister stresses the im-
portance of health, which is not only more than a personal wealth but
also a foundation to a successful career using the example that a color-
ful lifetime venture rests on a healthy body and soul, that remain a cru-
cial requisite for the public servants working for the people.  This year's
Coast Guard cup event not only encompasses a host of ballgames and
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Titbits from the fourth Coast
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swimming contests, there is the addition of the shooting category, which
aims to excel the tie and exchange among agency associates that would
in turn boost the morale and inspire the associates to work hand-in-
hand in jointly crafting a bright future by brining this teamwork cama-
raderie back to their respective work post.

Following the opening ceremony, the contests soon unfolded fol-
lowing the Administration Minister's kicking off the tennis serving
ceremony.  At the basketball games, in a move to avoid bodily conflicts
among the players from passing and maneuvering that might result in
skirmishes among the players, the event host unit has specially invited
outstanding referees from the basketball association to preside the
games.  Despite  a fair share of squabbling over the refereeing, most of
the disputes have been settled rather peacefully.  At the game, the cheer
leading teams from both sides continue to chime on, particularly when
tension gets high with a score tie of one to two points, creating a ten-
sion bound atmosphere to the players and the onlookers alike.  Through
three days of fierce competitions in basketball games, the Eastern Coastal
Patrol Office  took the title with 61 to 52 score to close phase one
competitions.  The tennis games soon concluded with winner, which
goes to the host unit of Coastal Patrol Directorate General, trailed by
the Southern Coastal Patrol Office reigning in second, with the North-
ern Coastal Patrol Office surprising falling to third place, and the East-
ern Coastal Patrol Office  coming in as fourth.

Administration Minister Syu
Huei-you tests out his skills
at the tennis court

Coastal Patrol Directorate General's audit room spe-
cialist Nieh Shan recites the pledge on behalf of the
athletes
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Administration Minister Syu Huei-you graces
the 4th Coast Guard Cup Tourney's joint
opening ceremonies
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The table tennis and Badminton matches go on as scheduled,
where all teams are engaged in cross competition, and the team that
has the highest score would become the winner.  At the Badminton
games, the female teams, for not representing the agency, are conducted
in paired competition with which to compete in their skills and surpass
the once all-men game event, brining a touch of femininity flare to a
once male-dominant game. The table-tennis games see the first place
go to the Bureau of Coast Guard for the southern district, and the 2nd
and 3rd and 4th places go to the Bureau of Coast Guard for the central
district, the Head Coast Guard Bureau, and the Head Maritime Burau.
As the badminton games see the champion goes to the Head Maritime
Bureau and the 2nd 3rd and 4th places successively go to the Bureau of
Coast Guard for northern, eastern and the southern district. The top
three of the women's group go to Chang Hui-jun and Zhong Jing-lan of
Maritime Patrol Directorate General; Lee Bi-ling and Lee Kai-jen of Coast
Guard group A; Chen Tsai-yen and Chen Wan-ting of Coast Guard B
group, where  Coastal Patrol Directorate General director Her of the
host unit conferred winners with commemorative plaques as the games
are concluded.

Finally  comes on the feature show. The shooting contests that
best showcase the Coast Guard's routine training has unfolded at Hai
Hu shooting range on July 12 with group contests and open group
contests.  The current shooting range not only covers competitions
among the units, but also amateur contests with the press, bringing
them a firsthand experience of the explosive dynamics of shooting at
the moment a bullet is shot, as well as class one Coast guard executives
who also join the exercise, led by Coast Guard Administration Minister
Syu Huei-you who takes part in the contest as well.

With level one executives conclude round one of the competition,
what follows are contests among the press personalities, where rounds
of applauds can be heard at the shooting range, and participants have
been giving out their best efforts making best performance in every
shot they master, with winners getting the highest score for having

Coastal Patrol Directorate General
vice director Lin Jun-shih opens for
the Badminton games

Southern Coastal Patrol Office front
defense scores with swift maneuver
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The heroic pose of Administration Minister Syu
Huei-you, vice Minister  Yu Chien-shih (first from
left)'s handgun shooting
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mastered the shooting skills.  As security reigns at a shooting rage, all
shooting movements need to follow the commanding officer's orders,
and shooters are expected to follow exactly the order without slack in
order to safeguard human safety at the shooting range.

The shooting game results are tallied and announced on the spot
, where Administration Minister confers trophy to class one executive
winners and press game winners; the process of the event and the press
corps' feedback have seen rounds of marveling on the success of the
event.  What follow are the Coast Guard Cup's formal shooting contests,
where the group contests start first, and followed by the open group
games; representatives of all units are sharpshooters carefully selected.
In search of fairness of the games, those enlisted in the special duties
units are not allowed to partake in the games, where the games quickly
come to an end rather safely and smoothly, and the scores quickly tal-
lied up.  The group titles find first place goes to the Central Coastal
Patrol Office, second place the Northern Coastal Patrol Office, third place
the Coastal Patrol Directorate General, fourth the Southern Coastal Pa-
trol Office; the open groups contests see first place goes to the Northern
Coastal Patrol Office, second place the Central Coastal Patrol Office ;
third place the Maritime Patrol Directorate General, fourth the South-
ern Coastal Patrol Office.

As a host of contest staged by the organizing unit come to a
conclusion, the author wishes to express  his gratitude for the kind as-
sistance coming from Coastal Patrol Directorate General's Patrol
Division, Inspection Division , Telecommunications and Information
Division, Logistics Division, Secretariat, Accounting Office , Guards and
Telecommunications and Information Squad; with further thanks to
Coastal Patrol Directorate General director Her's undivided support,
vice director Lin's guidance, as well as Coast Guard Administration
Personnel Office's experience conveyance and tutelage, and a round of
thanks to the participation of all units, bringing the fourth Cast Guard
Cup's ballgames and shooting contests to a perfect finale responding to
agency officials' anticipation of the organizing unit.  Also, as a reminder,
don't forget the Coast Guard Cup's finale contest of the swimming meets,
which we beckon you to keep watch.

(The author works for the Personnel Office of Coastal Patrol Director-
ate General)
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Coastal Patrol Directorate General di-
rector Her Shiang-tai confers trophy to
the premiere women's Badminton
games and takes a group photo




